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Abstract. In the past twenty years, CCD sensor technology has made significant progress in increasing resolution and improving low-light performance by
hardware. However due to physical limits of the sensor design and fabrication,
fill factor has become the bottle neck problem for improving quantum efficiency of CCD sensor in order to widen dynamic range of output image. In this paper we propose a novel software-based method to compensate the performance
degradation of the dynamic range, by virtual increase of fill factor which is
achieved by a resampling process. In our method, the CCD sensor images are
rearranged to a new grid of virtual sensor pixels, each of which is composed by
subpixels. A statistical framework consisting of local learning model, simulations and Bayesian inference is used to estimate new subpixel intensity values.
The highest probability of sub-pixels intensity values in each resampled pixel
area is used to estimate the pixel intensity values of a new dynamic range enhanced image.
From generation of gray level optical images, CCD images with different fill
factors were obtained. By knowing the fill factor and having the CCD image, a
new resampled image was computed. Each resampled image was compared to
the respective CCD and optical image. The results of such comparison show
that by using the proposed method it is possible to widen significantly the recordable dynamic range of CCD images and obtain a virtual increase of fill factor to 100%. The stability and fill factor dependency of the proposed method
were also examined in which the results showed insignificant spreading effect
and fill factor dependency.
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Introduction

Since the first digital cameras equipped with charge-coupled device (CCD) image
sensors in 1975 [1] the investigation on human visual system has been affecting the
digital camera design and their development. In human visual system the retina,
formed by the rod and cone photoreceptors, initiates the visual process by converting
a continuous image to a discrete array of signals. Curcio et el. [2] investigation on
human photoreceptor revealed that the properties of the rods and cones mosaic deter-

mine the amount of information which is retained or lost by sampling process, including resolution acuity and detection acuity. The photoreceptor layer specialized for
maximum visual acuity is in the center of the retina, the fovea, which is 1.5 mm wide
and is composed by cones entirely. Fig.1 shows a close up of the fovea region. The
shape of cones is much closed to hexagonal and the cones in fovea are densely
packed, where no gap between each two cones can be considered. Due to this configuration the visual acuity and neural sampling in fovea are optimized [3].
The image sensor array in a CCD digital camera is designed by modelling the fovea in human eyes for capturing and converting the analog optical signal from a scene
into a digital electrical signal. Over the past twenty years, the quality of digital camera
sensors has made tremendous progress, especially in increasing resolution and improving low-light performance [4]. This has been achieved by reducing the pixel size
and improving the quantum efficiency (QE) of the sensor [4, 5]. Assuming each pixel
corresponding to one cone in fovea, the pixel density in camera sensor should be close
to 199,000 /mm2 which is the average density of the peak fovea cones in human eyes
[2]. Todays the pixel density can be 24,305 /mm2 in a common commercial camera
such as Canon EOS 5D Mark II or the pixel density can be even higher as
480,000/mm2 in a special camera such as Nokia 808. However the quality of the image is not affected only by the pixel size or quantum efficiency of the sensor [6]. As
the sensor pixel size becomes smaller this results to detect a smaller die size, gain
higher spatial resolution and obtain lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR); all in cost of
lower recordable dynamic range (DR) and lower fill factor (FF). Hardware solutions
in image sensor technologies as a respond to increase of mobile imaging applications
try to compensate for the performance degradation with decrease of the pixel size. On
the other hand the only standard post-processing solution for obtaining a nearly infinite displayable dynamic range is to use the high dynamic range imaging technology
which implements a combination of several images captured with different exposure
times or different sizes of aperture sensor [7, 8].

Fig. 1. A close up of the fovea region [2].

In this paper we propose a novel software-based method to compensate the performance degradation of the recordable dynamic range, with decrease of the pixel
size, by virtual increase of fill factor. In our method the original fill factor is known
and the processing is done on the captured image. The virtual increase of fill factor is
achieved by a statistical resampling process which initiates the estimation of each new
pixel intensity value. Our results show that it is possible to widen the dynamic range

significantly by software solution. Although there are software technologies to improve the displayable dynamic range using only one image, such as the histogram
equalization and image contrast enhancement [9], to the best of our knowledge, our
approach is the first work that tries to improve the recordable dynamic range by virtually increase of the fill factor of a CCD sensor.
The rest of paper is organized as follow; in section 2 the effect of fill factor is explained, in section 3 the details of the method are described, section 4 explains the
experimental setup, the results are shown and discussed in section5, and finally we
conclude and discuss potential future work in section 6. Here it is worth to mention
that we distinguish between recordable and displayable dynamic range where the
recordable dynamic range represents the raw input dynamic range obtained after capturing of an image and the displayable dynamic range is considered a post-processing
operation on the raw captured image.
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Effect of fill factor

CCD sensor has reigned supreme in the realm of imaging with the steady improvement of performance, especially on scientific area [5] due to its advantage of high
quantum efficiency. The QE which is defined as the number of signal electrons created per incident photon is one of the most important parameters used to evaluate the
quality of a detector which affects the DR and SNR of captured images. Fig. 2 is the
graphical representation of a CCD sensor showing some buckets and rain drops
shown as blue lines. Each bucket represents storage of photoelectrons, by modelling a
photodiode and a well of one pixel in the CCD sensor and the rain drops, blue lines,
represent the incident photons that fall into the sensor. By having bigger bucket more
rain drops, number of photons, is collected, which can be seen as increase of the spatial quantum efficiency [10] resulting in DR quality improvement of captured images.
The temporal quantum efficiency is related to accumulation of photoelectrons during
the exposure time and is regulated by the fill factor [5].

Fig. 2. Graphical representation of a CCD sensor.

The quantum efficiency is affected by fill factor as in 𝑄𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝐹𝐹 × 𝑄𝐸, where
𝑄𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the effective 𝑄𝐸 and 𝐹𝐹 is the fill factor which is the ratio of light sensitive

area versus total area of a pixel [5]. A typical dynamic range, the ratio of the brightest
accurately detectable signal to the faintest, of CCD sensors is proportional to the
number of detected photons. The fill factor of non-modified CCD sensor varies from
30% to 75%. Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) show light incident on a sensor with high and low fill
factor pixels respectively. In a sensor with the high fill factor pixels more number of
photons is captured in comparison to a sensor with the low fill factor pixels. Hardware
innovations in image sensor technologies (e.g. decrease of occupied area of the pixel
transistors, increase of the photodiode area within maintaining small pixel size and
use of microlenses) are achieved to increase the fill factor. An effective way to increase the fill factor is to put a microlens above each pixel which converges light from
the whole pixel unit area into the photodiode in order to capture more number of photons as shown in Fig. 3(c). Since 90s, various microlens have been developed for
increasing fill factor and they are widely used in CCD sensors [12, 13]. But it is still
impossible to make fill factor 100% in practical production due to the physical limits
in digital camera development [4]. Our proposed method compensates the loss of
input signal, caused by incident light on non-sensitive area, in each sensor pixel to
achieve a fill factor of 100%.

Fig. 3. Light incident on sensor with high and low fill factor pixels are shown in (a) and (b)
respectively. (c) Pixel with the micro-lens is used to compensate the entering light. [11]
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Methodology

By collecting incoming photons into a sample grid, a CCD sensor samples an image.
Fig. 4 illustrates such conventional sampling grid on a CCD sensor array of four pixels. The white and black areas represent the sensitive areas and non-sensitive areas in
pixels respectively. The blue arrows in the figure represent the positions of sampled
signal. Let assume the size of each pixel is ∆𝑥 by ∆𝑦. Then ∆𝑥 and ∆𝑦 , the sample
interval in 𝑥 and 𝑦 directions, are the spatial resolution of the output image. The sam𝑁
pling function can be expressed as𝐹(𝑥 ′ , 𝑦 ′ ) = ∑𝑀
𝑖=0 ∑𝑗=0 𝛿(𝑖∆𝑥, 𝑗∆𝑦)𝑓(𝑥, 𝑦) where
′
𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑥 and 𝑦′are pixel coordinates in the input optical image 𝑓and the output sampled
image 𝐹 , with size of 𝑀 by 𝑁, respectively [14]. Let also assume the size of the sensitive area is ∆𝑥′ by ∆𝑦′ as shown in Fig. 4. Thus when the incident light is not in the
sensitive area with size of ∆𝑥′ by∆𝑦′, 𝐹(𝑥 ′ , 𝑦 ′ ) = 0.

Fig. 4. The conventional image sampling on a CCD sensor.

Based on the discussion in Section 2 the fill factor is lower than 100%, in that case
the region of support corresponding to the sensitive area is not the whole area of one
pixel. A signal resampling procedure is used in order to expand the region of support
and improve the captured signal. For each pixel the resampled procedure consists of
following parts: a) local learning model, b) sub-pixel rearrangement, c) model simulations on sub-pixel grid, d) intensity estimating of sub-pixels based on Bayesian inference, and e) pixel intensity estimation based on highest probability. Each part of the
procedure is explained in more details as it follows.
a) Local learning model – In a neighborhood of the actual pixel one or combination of several statistical models are tuned according to data structure in the neighborhood. We used a Gaussian statistical model in our experiments.
b) Sub-pixel rearrangement - By knowing the fill factor, the CCD image is rearranged in a new grid of virtual sensor pixels, each of which consisting of virtual sensitive and non-sensitive areas. Each of these areas is defined by integer number of subpixels. The intensity value of each pixel in the CCD image is assigned to all of subpixels in the virtual sensitive area. The intensity values of all sub-pixels in nonsensitive area in virtual sensor pixels were assigned to zero. An example of such rearrangement of sampled data to sub-pixel level is presented in section 4.
c) Model simulations on sub-pixel grid – In a sub-pixel rearranged neighborhood
of the actual pixel, the local learned model is used to simulate all intensity values of
the sub-pixels. The known intensity values of virtual sensitive sub-pixels and result of
linear interpolation on the sub-pixel grid for obtaining the unknown intensity values
of virtual non-sensitive sub-pixels are used to initiate the intensity values in the simulation. Several simulations are accomplished where in each one the number of actual
sub-pixels varies from zeros to total number of sub-pixels of the actual virtual sensitive area. In this way each sub-pixel of the actual virtual sensor obtains, after a number of simulations, various random intensity values.
d) Intensity estimating of sub-pixels based on Bayesian inference – Bayesian
inference is employed to estimate the intensity of each sub-pixel by having the model

simulations values as the observation values. Let y be the observed intensity value of
each sub-pixel after simulations and x be the true intensity value of the sub-pixel, then
𝑦=𝑥+𝑛
where n can be considered as the contaminated noise by the linear interpolation
process. Here the goal is to make the best guess, x̂ , of the value x given the observed
values by
𝑥̂ = arg max 𝑃(𝑥|𝑦),
𝑥

and 𝑃(𝑥|𝑦) =

𝑃(𝑦|𝑥 )𝑃(𝑥)
𝑃(𝑦)

where P(x|y) is the probability distribution of x given y, P(y|x) is the probability
distribution of y given x, P(x) and P(y) are the probability distribution of x and y.
By assumption of having a Gaussian noise yields
𝑃(𝑦|𝑥) = P(𝑥|𝑥 + 𝑛) =

1
√2𝜋𝜎𝑛

𝑒

(𝑦−𝑥)2
−
2
2𝜎𝑛

where σn is the variance of the noise; i.e. the variance of interpolated data from
simulations for each sub-pixel . The educated hypothesis P(x) is obtained by the local
learning model which here has a Gaussian distribution with the mean μx and standard
deviation of σx as following
1

P(𝑥) =

√2𝜋𝜎𝑥

(x−𝜇𝑥 )2
−
2
𝑒 2𝜎𝑥

For posterior probability on x yields
𝑃(𝑥|𝑦) ≈ 𝑃(𝑦|𝑥)P(𝑥) =

1
√2𝜋𝜎𝑛

𝑒

(𝑦−𝑥)2
−
2
2𝜎𝑛

×

1
√2𝜋𝜎𝑥

𝑒

(x−𝜇𝑥 )2
−
2𝜎𝑥2

The x which maximizes P(x|y) is the same as that which minimizes the exponent
term in the above equation. Thus if f(𝑥) = −

(𝑦−𝑥)2
2
2𝜎𝑛

−

(x−𝜇𝑥 )2
2𝜎𝑥2

, when the derivative

f′(𝑥) = 0, the minimum value or the best intensity estimation of the corresponding
subpixel is
𝑥̂ =

𝑦𝜎𝑥2 + 𝜇𝑥 𝜎𝑛2
𝜎𝑥2 + 𝜎𝑛2

e) Pixel intensity estimation based on highest probability – The histogram of intensity values of the actual virtual sensor sub-pixels is calculated which indicates a
tendency of intensities probability. The multiplication of inverse of fill factor with

highest value of such probability is considered as the estimated intensity value of the
actual virtual sensor as the result of resampling procedure.

Fig. 5. The virtual CCD image sensor pixel composed by subpixels whose fill factor is set as
81% (left) and the optical image (right).
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Experimental setup

Several optical and CCD images for different fill factor values were simulated using
our own codes and Image Systems Evaluation Toolbox (ISET) [15] in MATLAB.
ISET is designed to evaluate how image capture components and algorithms influence
image quality, and has been proved to be an effective tool for simulating the sensor
and image capturing [16]. Five fill factor values of 25%, 36%, 49%, 64% and 81%,
were chosen for five simulated CCD sensors, having the same resolution of 128 by
128. All sensors had a pixel area of 10 by 10 square microns, with well capacity of
10000 e-. The read noise and the dark current noise were set to 1 mV and 1
mV/pixel/sec respectively. Each CCD sensor was rearranged to a new grid of virtual
sensor pixels, each of which was composed of 40-by-40 sub-pixels. Fig. 5 shows an
example of the rearranged CCD sensor pixel with fill factor value of 81%. The light
grey and the dark grey areas represent the sensitive and the non-sensitive areas respectively. The sensitive area in each pixel was located in the middle of each pixel.
The intensity value of subpixels in the virtual sensitive area was assigned by correspondent output image pixel intensity. The intensity values of all sub-pixels in nonsensitive area were assigned to zero. One type of optical and sensor image were generated and called as sweep frequency image. The intensity values of the sweep frequency image were calculated, in each row, from a linear swept –frequency cosine
function. For generation of CCD sensor images, the luminance of the sweep frequency image was set to 100 cd/m2 and the diffraction of the optic system was considered
limited to ensure to obtain the brightness of the output as close as possible to the
brightness of scene image. The exposure time was also set to 0.9 ms for all simulated
five sensors to ensure constant number of input photons in the simulations.
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Results and discussion

The conventional sampled images from the sweep frequency optical images are
shown in the first row of Fig. 6, the second row of images show the resampled images
with our method. The result images from histogram equalization and image enhancement methods are shown in the third and fourth rows. The images of each row are
related to different fill factor values, which are 25%, 36%, 49%, 64% and 81% from
left to right. All the images in Fig. 6 are displayed in unsigned 8 bits integer (uint8)
format without any DR normalization. It can be seen that the DR of the conventional
sampled images are very different from each other. When the fill factor is increasing,
the DR is increased as well and approaching to the DR level of optical image shown
in the Fig. 5. This is according to proportional relation of fill factor to number of photons which results to the intensity value changes of each pixel. The appearance of all
resampled images with our proposed method is shown in Fig. 6 respectively. The top
row of each image related to the sweep frequency optical image is chosen to visualize
a typical comparison of pixel intensity values in these images. Fig. 7 shows such pixel
intensity values from conventional sampled images with the label of fill factor (FF)
percentage, the optical and the resampled image from the image of 25% fill factor
with our method. The results in Fig. 7 are consistent with the image appearance in
Fig. 6. These also verify that the pixel intensity values are increased as a consequence
of virtual increase of fill factor by our method.
The dynamic range and root mean square error (RMSE) are used for comparison of
the conventional sampled images, our resampled images and the respective optical
image. The dynamic range is calculated by 𝐷𝑅 = 20 × log10 𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥 ⁄𝑝𝑚𝑖𝑛 , where
𝑝𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝑝𝑚𝑖𝑛 are the maximum and minimum pixel intensity values in an image. In
uint8, there are 256 grey levels, which it means the maximum DR is 48.13 based on
the above equation. The RMSE is defined as
𝑛

1
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √ ∑(𝑃𝑖 − 𝑄𝑖 )2
𝑛
𝑖=1

where 𝑃𝑖 and 𝑄𝑖 are the intensities of correspondent pixels in two compared images, and n is the number of pixels. The DR, RMSE and entropy results for the sweep
frequency related images are shown in Table 1 and 2 respectively, where the entropy
of an image is used to evaluate the amount of information preservation after implementation of each method. Generally when the fill factor is increasing, the RMSEs
between the optical image and the other images are decreasing, on the contrary entropy values and DRs are increasing. The tables also show that our method not only
widen DRs in comparison to the conventional method but also preserve the information, shown in entropy values, and approach the truth data of the optical image,
shown in RMSEs values, significantly better than post-processing solutions of histogram equalization and image contrast enhancement methods.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6. The conventional sampled images (a) from the sweep frequency optical image having
different fill factors, and the resampled image with our method (b), and the result images from
histogram equalization (c) and image contrast enhancement (d). From left to right, the sensor
fill factors are 25%, 36%, 49%, 64% and 81%.

Fig. 7. The row wise comparison of pixel intensity values in sweep frequency related images.

Table 1. The RMSE and dynamic range (DR in dB) comparison between the optical image and
the result images related to different methods having different fill factor (FF) percentage.
Methods

FF25%
FF36%
FF49%
FF64%
FF81%
Mean
RMSE DR RMSE DR RMSE DR RMSE DR RMSE DR RMSE

Conventional
method

102.54 36

87.51 39

69.5

42

49.63

44

26.4

46

67.16

Our method

4.69

48

9.79

3.6

48

3.09

48

2.79

48

4.79

Histogram
Equalization

36.24

48

38.13 48

36.13 48

36.25

48

36.11

48

36.57

Image Contrast
12.08
enhancement

48

14.84 48

11.39 48

10.95

48

10.87

48

12.03

48

Table 2. The Entropy comparison between the optical image and the result images related to
different methods having different fill factor (FF) percentage.
Methods

FF25%

FF36%

FF49%

FF64% FF81%

Standard
deviation

Conventional method

5.34

5.90

6.29

6.67

7.00

0.64

Our method

7.31

7.35

7.33

7.33

7.33

0.02

Histogram Equalization

5.1

5.42

5.59

5.77

5.80

0.27

5.84

6.22

6.64

6.92

0.64

Image Contrast enhancement 5.28

Fig. 8. The normalized histogram envelopes of conventional sampled images related to the
sweep frequency optical image and correspondent our proposed resampled images, the images
created with histogram equalization and image contrast enhancement.

Fig. 8 shows the histograms envelopes of the conventional sampled images and the
resampled images by our method and another two post-processing methods for improving the dynamic range. The results in the figures verify as well our statement that
the dynamic range is widening by our method. The top left plot in Fig. 8 shows the
histogram envelopes of the conventional sampled images and the truth optical image.
The dynamic range varies with the change of fill factor for the conventional sampled
images and by increase of fill factor the width of dynamic range is also increased.
However the histogram envelopes of the resampled images by our method, shown in
top right plot in Fig. 8, have the same width of dynamic range, independent of fill
factor changes, and the DR is significantly close to DR of the truth optical image. The
histograms envelopes of images by the post-processing methods, shown in bottom left
plot in Fig. 8, have wider range than the conventional method, but fewer numbers of
gray level indexes in comparison to our method, which is also consistent with result
of the entropy in Table 2 indicating unsuccessfulness of such methods in preservation
of information. The obtained results from the resampling images by our method show
that the dependency of the method to fill factor is not significant, see Table 3. In the
table the standard deviation of the histograms of result images by different methods
are presented which indicating three issues: first the changes in the standard deviation
of histograms are correlated to the preservation of original information, see the Table
2; secondly our method has significantly lower standard deviation of the histogram
value than the values obtained by the post-processing methods within each fill factor
value, indicating significantly more preservation of original information; thirdly our
method has significantly less variation of standard deviation of the histogram values
having different fill factors in comparison to the results from the post-processing
methods; indicating the distinguish between recordable and displayable properties of
the methods.
Table 3. The standard deviation of the histogram distribution.
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Fill Factor

Our method

25%
36%
49%
64%
81%

72.25
68.87
74.41
74.35
74.91

Histogram
equalization
183.52
153.59
142.62
131.21
124.72

Image
enhancement
178.41
140.54
123.99
104.08
88.95

Conclusion

In this paper, a novel software-based method is proposed for widening the dynamic
range in CCD sensor images by increasing the fill factor virtually. The experimental
results show that the low fill factor causes high RMSE and low dynamic range in
conventional sampling images and increase of fill factor causes increase of dynamic
range. Also the results show that 100% fill factor can be achieved by our proposed
method; obtaining low RMSE and high dynamic range. In the proposed method, a

CCD image and a known value of fill factor are used to generate virtual pixels of the
CCD sensor where the intensity value of each pixel is estimated by considering an
increase of fill factor to 100%. The stability and fill factor dependency of the proposed method were examined in which the results showed a maximum of 1.6 in
RMSE and 0.02 in entropy of all resampled images for standard deviation in comparison to the optical image from the proposed method and fill factor dependency was
insignificant. In the future works we will apply our methodology on CMOS sensors
and the color sensors.
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